# Tracker | Status | Subject | Assignee | Updated
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
15608 | Bug | Closed | What should be the correct output for `Method#inspect` with singleton methods? | 03/10/2020 11:56 AM
16664 | Bug | Closed | Backport request: MJIT unloads methods used in a main thread when calling a Fiber | 03/03/2020 07:19 PM
16632 | Bug | Closed | Remove verbose warning on treating keyword splat as positional argument in Ruby 2.6 | 02/26/2020 01:11 PM
16649 | Bug | Closed | Object with [] method doesn't work as String#encode's fallback | 02/24/2020 06:41 AM
16331 | Bug | Closed | fails to build with BSD make when any -j option is given (including -j 1) | 01/30/2020 06:06 PM
16514 | Bug | Closed | Documentation mistake for method syntax (splat/array parameter) | 01/17/2020 10:53 AM
16406 | Bug | Closed | `['lambda Proc << normal Proc].lambda?' should return false | alanwu (Alan Wu) 12/30/2019 02:19 PM
16418 | Bug | Closed | when configuring --with-os-version-string=none fails to strip entire version string on MacOS | 12/16/2019 05:23 AM
15980 | Bug | Closed | Coverage shows while/until after raise if/unless as uncovered line | mame (Yusuke Endoh) 12/04/2019 02:19 PM
16401 | Bug | Closed | [BACKPORT] Disable `_FORTIFY_SOURCE` on mingw | 12/04/2019 02:19 PM
16297 | Bug | Closed | calling undefined allocator by `Class.instance_method(:allocate)` | 11/06/2019 02:16 AM
16268 | Bug | Closed | Consistent segfault with `ObjectSpace.count_imemo_objects` | 10/23/2019 08:05 AM
16269 | Bug | Closed | Every 4 bytes the `Integer.sqrt(n)` method closes abruptly | 10/21/2019 12:26 PM
8542 | Bug | Closed | `BigMath::exp` modifies its first argument | mran (Kenta Murata) 10/07/2019 09:25 AM
16139 | Bug | Closed | `setinstancevariable` on MJIT may not check frozen flag | kôkubun (Takashi Kokubun) 09/04/2019 02:14 AM
12230 | Bug | Closed | Wrong exception raised when IO.read from a pipe is passed an offset on Windows | 08/26/2019 10:57 PM
15449 | Bug | Closed | Range### is not using cover in Ruby 2.6 | 08/14/2019 11:16 PM
15877 | Bug | Closed | Incorrect constant lookup result in method on cloned class | ko1 (Koichi Sasada) 08/09/2019 02:13 AM
15865 | Bug | Closed | Duplicated `raise` tracepoint event when exception inside `load` call happens | ko1 (Koichi Sasada) 08/08/2019 09:43 AM
15850 | Bug | Closed | Deprecate and remove optparse/ac | 07/29/2019 07:05 AM
11485 | Bug | Closed | Ripper parser generates nil tokens for ignored nl event during parse errors | 07/04/2019 07:14 AM
15932 | Bug | Closed | wrong "void value expression" error for 'next' or 'break' statements inside an 'if' assignment | 06/17/2019 12:47 PM